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Abstract

Mild cognitive impairment(MCI) is a term used to describe adults who have not

crossed the threshold into being diagnosed with progressive dementia, typically

Alzheimer’s, but show obvious signs of cognitive impairment1. Recent studies have

determined that reduced cerebral blood flow (CBF) has effects on the pathophysiology of

Alzheimer Disease (AD)2 and can be one of the early symptoms before any obvious signs

of cognitive impairment, but the study of hyper/hypoperfusion patterns in AD are still

controversial with many differing opinions and not enough research. Transcranial

magnetic stimulation (TMS) has been an important tool used as a therapeutic device for

cognitive disorders, like depression, and has begun to be used as a treatment for other

cognitive impairments, like MCI or AD. TMS has also been known to have the ability to

affect perfusion (increasing or decreasing it) based on the style of TMS and the strength

of the applied magnetic field. To determine the effects of transcranial magnetic

stimulation on cerebral blood flow, perfusion changes can be detected using arterial spin

labeling (ASL), a type of MRI modality. In this study, 11 subjects underwent testing for

MCI and were split into groups of those diagnosed as having MCI and those who were

diagnosed as cognitively normal (CN). All subjects completed sessions of transcranial

magnetic stimulation therapy. ASL MRI images were obtained before and after the

sessions and region of interest statistical analyses were carried out to determine if TMS

affects CBF differently in patients diagnosed with MCI. Subjects with MCI showed

statistically significant differences in CBF in certain regions compared to the CN group

and suggest that TMS may alter CBF in areas affected by hypoperfusion in patients

diagnosed with MCI and AD.
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I. Introduction

Approximately 6.2 million Americans are living with Alzheimer’s today and it is

the fifth-leading cause of death in adults age 65 and older3. As the population in the

United States begins to age, it is estimated that by 2060 13.8 million adults will be living

with AD3. A majority of the time patients will be diagnosed with mild cognitive

impairment before being diagnosed with AD and those so diagnosed have an increased

risk of developing this disease later on4. There is no cure for AD and those who are

diagnosed face limited treatment options at this time, with most FDA approved options

being a prescription drug.

Changes in regional brain function and decreased cerebral blood flow are known

to have effects on the pathophysiology of AD and these changes can be most sensitive in

the early stages of the disease, usually at the time one can be diagnosed with mild

cognitive impairment (MCI). Therefore, hypoperfusion may be a very early indicator of

cognitive decline preceding an MCI or AD diagnosis5. Treating hypoperfusion and other

symptoms at this early stage may have the ability to slow the progression and rapid

decline of cognitive ability in those with or at risk for Alzheimer’s. The beginning of the

pathophysiological effect of AD on the brain can be found decades before clinical

symptoms start to occur, creating an urgent need for early detection and treatment.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is beginning to be used as a

non-invasive therapeutic treatment device in those diagnosed with MCI and AD with the

idea that it will improve cognitive function and suppress the effects of progressive

dementia6. One way that it is assumed that TMS will be a useful treatment tool for AD is
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that it is known to have effects on perfusion in the brain. Hyperperfusion or

hypoperfusion can be induced based on the type of TMS (repetitive or single pulse) and

the strength of the applied magnetic field. To do this, TMS is applied to the motor cortex

of subjects choosing either single pulse TMS, repetitive TMS pulses or switching

between both types.

To ensure cortical excitation occurs in the target regions, motor-evoked potentials

can be measured using electromyography attached to certain muscles in the hand. The

frequency and pattern of TMS pulses applied to the motor cortex can create either

long-term depression or long-term potentiation of the motor neurons, with higher

frequency pulses inducing cortical excitability and low frequency pulses inducing

decreased cortical excitability6. Single pulse TMS combined intermittently with repetitive

TMS has been found to increase cortical excitability and has begun to be widely used19.

The effect of TMS, however, can still be extremely variable across each subject

undergoing similar types of therapy. One example of this could be due to the varying

distance between the TMS coil, skull, and targeted cortex region which will be different

in all patients undergoing this treatment7. Due to this variability, a physiological metric,

like the change in cerebral blood flow (CBF) in different anatomical regions, can be used

to track individual variability across different sessions of TMS.

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) can be measured using arterial spin labeling (ASL), a

non-invasive and non-ionizing MRI modality8. Tissue perfusion can give many insights

into the tissue microenvironments in the brain and how they are performing, which is

important for cognitive diseases, especially in patients diagnosed with MCI or AD which

are known to have areas of increased (hyper) or decreased (hypo) perfusion2. Abnormal
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accumulation of amyloid-𝜷 plaques in the brain is one of the hallmarks of AD pathology.

The amyloid-𝜷 plaques can start to accumulate around brain vessels, called cerebral

amyloid angiopathy, and can lead to a decrease in the number of capillaries1. With

reduction in capillary numbers, blood flow in the brain can also be reduced. Due to this,

perfusion could be a useful metric to determine the extent of the disease as well.

This thesis aims to analyze ASL perfusion results for before and after TMS

treatment and compare the results for patients diagnosed with MCI, in the non-demented

range, and patients diagnosed as cognitively normal. By examining ASL images and

extracting the percent signal data for these images for multiple anatomical regions,

statistical analyses were performed to identify multiple regions of significant changes in

perfusion. It was hypothesized that TMS would affect CBF values in patients with

cognitive impairments and would restore blood flow in regions affected by

hypoperfusion. Subjects diagnosed as cognitively normal would also have effects on

perfusion after stimulation but may not have significance if they were not affected by

hyper/hypoperfusion. Restoration of blood flow in subjects diagnosed as MCI would

likely lead to clinical benefits and could suppress cognitive degradation and may even

restore some cognitive functions.

II. Alzheimer Disease and Mild Cognitive Impairment

Alzheimer Disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disease that is identified by the

loss of memory and progressive neurocognitive dysfunction1. Diagnostic criteria for any

type of dementia varies, but for Alzheimer’s Disease specifically the criteria includes

impaired memory beyond what is normal in aging, and impairment in one other area like
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attention, language, visuospatial skills or problem solving2. Other common behaviors that

could be telling signs of AD could include difficulty with planning, trouble completing

familiar tasks, the inability to retrace steps, difficulty having conversations, impaired

judgement, and changes in mood1. Typically, these impairments are progressive and are

sufficient enough to affect one’s functional abilities with no other neurologic or

psychiatric reason for occurring2.

The pathogenesis of AD is characterized by extracellular amyloid-𝛽 plaque as

well as intracellular neurofibrillary tangles created from hyperphosphorylated tau

proteins1.

Figure 1: Normal brain and neuron compared to a brain suffering from amyloid-𝛽

plaques which are beginning to degrade the neurons leading to neuronal death (Taken

from Comprehensive Review on Alzheimer’s Disease: Causes and Treatment)
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The amyloid-𝛽 plaques are usually found in the cortical and limbic portions of the brain1.

One idea is that by the large concentration of the amyloid-𝛽 plaques and as the

neurofibrillary tangles start to form, the accumulation of these together causes the

progression of this disease through the death of these neurons. Figure 1 shows the

accumulation of the plaques and tangles and how they block any neuronal transmission.

By blocking this, the neurons begin to degrade and cause further issues in the brain.

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is the state of cognitive function between

normal aging and dementia9, however, the diagnosis of MCI compared to normal aging is

difficult due to differing opinions on what degree of impairment separates these two

groups of people. Though by having MCI as a marker, it allows the evaluation of patients

for suspected AD so that treatment to slow progression of the disease can occur.

Diagnosing MCI is typically done through the best judgement of a care provider, or

through following guidelines like those in Bondi, et al. 201410.

III. Background of Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive imaging technique that

provides detailed, three-dimensional images of internal structures inside the body using

magnetic fields and radio waves. This technique uses the body’s natural magnetic

properties to produce these images by exciting hydrogen protons due to its large

abundance and varying concentrations in all tissue types11. MRI uses magnets and radio

waves to map the location of water protons and then uses this map to create a detailed
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image. Since the human body is made up of about 65% water, this produces a large

amount of signal the MRI scanner can measure and therefore will be able to produce very

accurate images.

A water molecule contains two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. In Figure 2

it is shown that in this molecule the oxygen pulls the electrons that it shares between both

hydrogens closer to itself inducing a net negative charge on the oxygen, leaving the

hydrogens with a net positive charge; a proton. These hydrogen protons are what are used

in MR imaging and can be compared to a bar magnet with a north and south end due to

this positive charge11. In a normal state, the hydrogen protons in the human body are

spinning in all different directions with very little alignment. These protons also have a

spin around their own axis, called precession.

Figure 2: The water molecules that make up a large part of the human body. The oxygen

pulls the hydrogen’s electrons away and leaves a net positive charge on the hydrogen.

With a net positive charge, the hydrogens will be spinning around their own axis as well
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as randomly in the body. (Figure taken from The Physics of MRI and How We Use It to

Reveal the Mysteries of the Mind)

By placing the body in a large magnetic field, created by the MRI scanner, the

axes of the protons will mostly align with the magnetic field, B0, while the protons

continue to spin around their own axis, as shown in Figure 3. The hydrogen protons will

not move their position in the body to align with the B0 field, but instead will rotate to

align their axis with it11. During this alignment, some of the protons will align in parallel

(“up”) with the B0 field, and some will line up anti-parallel (“down”) with the magnetic

field, while keeping their precession. When applying this magnetic field, slightly more

protons will be aligned upwards rather than downwards, creating a magnetic vector in the

B0 direction from the extra “up” facing protons11. The precessional frequency of these

protons will also be affected by the B0 field. The stronger the B0 field, the faster the

protons will spin on their axis and have a larger precessional frequency and vice versa.
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Figure 3: B. Protons random movement in the body with no induced magnetic field

versus the protons in an induced magnetic field. Some protons will face up and some will

face down, giving a net magnetization vector. C. Protons rotating once being hit with an

RF pulse. (Figure taken from The Physics of MRI and How We Use It to Reveal the

Mysteries of the Mind)

Once this net magnetization is created, a radio frequency wave (RF) pulse can be

added to the system with a frequency that is specific to hydrogen in order to rotate the

protons out of alignment so that the signal can be measured13. When the hydrogen

protons are deflected by the RF pulse, a signal is created by measuring how long it takes

for the protons to realign with the MRI scanner’s magnetic field11. The frequency of the

RF pulse has to be the same frequency that the protons are spinning at so that there can be

enough energy exchanged to allow the protons to rotate their axes away from the B0

field13. This RF pulse frequency is called the resonance frequency.

When applying a magnetic field to the body for an MRI, all of the hydrogen

protons in the body will be affected. The hydrogen protons will be spinning at a certain

precession frequency depending on where the water molecules are in the body, which

means an induced RF pulse will cause all protons in the body to flip and be imaged. In

order to target just the protons in the brain, a varying magnetic field can be created13. This

gradient causes the protons in the head to be spinning at a different speed, and therefore

precessional frequency, than other parts of the body. The RF pulse can then be set to the

precession frequency of these target protons and will only have resonance with that

particular slice. Only these protons will be able to absorb the RF 13.
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Once the RF pulse is turned off, the protons will begin to realign with the

magnetic field B0. During this realignment, the protons emit energy, with different tissue

types emitting different amounts of energy11. Each tissue type will have it’s own

relaxation time based on the density of hydrogen protons in each area. To emphasize

these differences, multiple RF pulses can be utilized13. There are two different types of

relaxation times; T1 and T2. T1 relaxation is based on the time that is taken for the

magnetic vector to return back to the resting state after an RF pulse13. T2 relaxation is

based on how long it takes for the hydrogen’s axial spin to return to its original state and

is called the “spin-spin” relaxation13. Each type of relaxation is different for all tissue

types and creates contrast which allows for the differentiation of tissue in these images.

There are coils in the MRI machine that detect the energy emitted and transform it into

electrical current which is then transformed from mathematical data, using Fourier

transforms, into the image itself 13.

IV. Introduction to ASL

Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-ionizing and non-invasive MRI technique

that measures the perfusion, the delivery of oxygen and nutrients to tissue through blood

flow, in the brain14. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) can be an indicator of tissue viability

which can be associated with varying disorders. Tissue perfusion is measured with ASL

by using magnetically labeled arterial blood water protons as an endogenous tracer15.

This process uses both a control image and a tagged image; with and without the

magnetically tagged arterial blood water14. The control images and tagged images are
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each taken multiple times to make sure that an accurate CBF image is acquired. All the

images for the control and all the images with the tagged blood are each averaged

separately to create two separate images.

To magnetically tag the arterial blood water protons, an area with flowing blood

that supplies the target region is excited with an RF pulse. Figure 4 shows the general

idea behind ASL image acquisition. Before image acquisition, a delay is added so that the

labeled blood is able to reach the capillaries in the target tissue15. Once this tagged blood

reaches the capillaries the MRI image is acquired. During this signal acquisition, the

water proton's magnetic tag will decay in about 1-2 seconds, which only allows for the

imaging of a very little amount of tagged protons into the tissue15. This means that the

signal-to-noise ratio is very small for the tagged protons, only about 0.5% - 1.5% of the

whole signal15.

Figure 4: Typical arterial spin labeling MRI acquisition. (Figure taken from Arterial spin

labeling (ASL) perfusion: Techniques and clinical use)
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In order to combat this low SNR, many images have to be acquired so that an

average can be created for the CBF maps. To do this, control images, with no tagged

blood water protons, and tagged images are taken intervally, and then the average of the

control images is subtracted from the average of the tagged images15. What is left from

the subtracted images is the qualitative perfusion CBF map, and can show what regions

are having increased or decreased blood flow. There are three main types of ASL that are

commonly done; Continuous ASL, Pulsed ASL, and Pseudo-continuous ASL. Figure 5

shows the differences between the labeling planes in each of these techniques. Each

technique will have it’s own unique SNR and tagging efficiency which determines which

technique is used.

A. CASL

Continuous arterial spin labeling (CASL) is one technique of ASL. The

tagging region that is chosen for CASL is typically a narrow plane just below

where imaging will occur. This region is tagged using a long RF pulse, usually

lasting between 2 - 4 seconds14. This is called flow-driven adiabatic inversion,

where another RF pulse of a different magnitude is introduced into the system so

that as the protons flow perpendicularly into the targeted tagging region, they can

be tagged so that they show up in the ASL image. This process gives a higher

SNR than ASL alone due to more arterial blood water being tagged in the process

as the continuously inverted spins move through the tagging area into the target

tissue14.
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CASL’s tagging efficiency is usually the worst of the three common

methods, due to variations in flow velocity in each subject14. Despite having a

high SNR, CASL’s low tagging efficiency and need for a different hardware than

normal MRI machines make it not commonly used in clinical practice.

B. PASL

Pulsed arterial spin labeling (PASL) is another technique that was created

to improve ASL. PASL uses short RF pulses, about 10 milliseconds long, to tag a

larger plane of blood, usually about 10-15 centimeters thick14. This is also tagged

slightly below the imaging plane so that the tagged blood water has time to reach

the target tissues before image acquisition. By having a large tagging region and

only using one RF pulse, PASL has an extremely high tagging efficiency, around

95%14.

After tagging the blood water protons, a post labeling decay is required so

that the blood has time to travel to the target tissue area, however the tagged blood

will gradually lose its magnetic label, due to it’s T1 relaxation, leaving very little

signal14. Due to this, PASL has a slightly has a lower SNR than CASL or PCASL.

With PASL’s high tagging efficiency and ability to be used in clinical practice

without the need for extra equipment, it has been a commonly used technique

despite it’s low SNR.
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C. PCASL

Pseudo-continuous arterial spin labeling (PCASL) was created as a way to

combine the high SNR of CASL and the high tagging efficiency of PASL, and is

now used as the clinical standard14. It is done by using a long period of labeling

(1-2 seconds), similar to that of CASL, but made up of many short (~1

millisecond) RF pulses separated by gradient waves, like PASL14.

Figure 5: Difference between labeling region in CASL/PCASL and PASL. PASL

tags a large lower region of arterial blood before image acquisition. PCASl and

CASL both use a small tagging plane just below the imaging region. (Figure taken

from Recommended implementation of arterial spin-labeled perfusion MRI for

clinical applications: A consensus of the ISMRM perfusion study group and the

European consortium for ASL in dementia)
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This technique allows the inflowing blood to be tagged in a somewhat steady rate

so that the inflowing blood keeps it’s magnetic label for as long as possible while

all the blood will have about the same T1 relaxation time. Due to the pulsing

technique, PCASL is able to imitate continuous-ASL’s flow-driven adiabatic

inversion, giving a high SNR, while also maintaining the high tagging efficiency

of  pulsed-ASL.

D. ASL Artifacts

Artifacts in MRI images are abnormalities that occur during image

acquisition that can distort images and prevent the ability to accurately assess

these images. There are a few common artifacts that occur during ASL. These

could be vascular artifacts, signal loss in the upper regions of the brain, motion

from the subjects during image acquisition, or regions with known hypoperfusion

or hyperperfusion15.

Vascular artifacts are typically shown in ASL images as regions with

extremely large amounts of perfusion and will show up bright on the images in

the arterial, venous or vascular structures15. When this happens, it means that the

tagged protons are still in these vessels and did not have enough time to diffuse

into the tissue. This could be due to the post labeling delay or T1 times being too

short and not allowing the tagged protons enough time to reach the target tissues.

Signal loss in the upper portions of the brain is also a very common

artifact that happens during ASL acquisition. Figure 6 shows an example of an
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image losing signal in the upper regions of the brain as the images are acquired

while also showing examples of motion artifacts. As time goes on, the tagged

protons lose their excitation until they are no longer able to appear as a perfusion

signal15. Decreasing the time between image acquisition of each slice would be a

way to combat this.

Figure 6: Example of subject with participant movement causing motion artifacts. This subject’s

images were not used for data analysis due to too much movement causing inaccuracies during

further image processing and analysis.

Due to ASL using subtraction to acquire the CBF maps, it can be very

sensitive to patient movement. With movement, it can mainly cause signals at the

outer portion of the brain to falsely look like there is either hypoperfusion or

hyperperfusion in these regions15. Images that were overly susceptible to motion,

causing distorted images, were excluded from the analysis due to this. These

images were analyzed on a case by case basis to determine whether they would be

excluded or not. If after motion correction was completed and the images still had

too many artifacts due to motion they were excluded.
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Some regions are also known to have increased hyperperfusion or

hypoperfusion as well. The occipital region is one region that sometimes has

hyperperfusion due to activation of the visual cortex during MRI image

acquisition15. Hypoperfusion usually occurs from the frontal and parieto-occipital

cortex to the frontal and occipital horns15. Since CBF is known to be hard to

measure in white matter, these ‘arterial-border zones,’ the areas surrounding

arteries in the brain,  tend to show low perfusion as well15.

Figure 7: Example of subject undergoing showing areas of hyperperfusion during image

acquisition. These images show known areas of hyperperfusion. In figure one, this shows areas

of increased perfusion in the occipital regions. (Image taken from Arterial spin labeling (ASL)

perfusion: Techniques and clinical use)

V. Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation

Transcranial magnetic stimulation is a noninvasive method that stimulates the

brain in specific regions and is currently being used as a treatment device for certain

psychological and neurological disorders. It was founded on the principle of using

electromagnetic fields (EMFs) to induce electric fields within the brain17. This type of
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therapy is also relatively safe with very little concerns. TMS is currently used as a

therapeutic tool for some psychological disorders, like depression, as well as other

neurological disorders, like Parkinson’s Disease, making it an interesting candidate to

help treat symptoms related to Alzheimer’s Disease (AD)17.

The TMS device is made up of a high-current capacitor and an inductor coil and

must be held perpendicular to the target stimulation area to induce the full strength of

each pulse. Figure 8 shows the electrical circuit that comprises the TMS device as well as

showing the magnetic pulse that is created once the capacitor is discharged. An EMF is

created when electricity is passed through a TMS coil and a rapidly changing magnetic

field is created18.

Figure 8: The capacitor and TMS coil as a circuit. Induces a magnetic field that creates

an electric current with enough strength to excite the cortical cortex. (Figure taken from

TMS Basics: Single and Paired Pulse Neurophysiology)

When the capacitor is discharged, this magnetic field induces a flow of electric current

with enough magnitude to pass through the scalp and skull to stimulate the cerebral
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cortex18. These pulses can only pass through about 2 centimeters of scalp, skull and brain

tissue while remaining effective, so excitability will mainly occur in regions closest to

the TMS coil. This induced magnetic pulse can stimulate the cortex by depolarizing

neurons in the brain and causing action potentials to send a signal to what was intended to

be stimulated by the pulse.

According to Faraday’s law of electromagnetic induction, the magnetic field from

the coil will produce an electric field with a proportional magnitude to the rate of change

of current within the coil17. Since the magnitude is based on the rate of change of the

current in the coil, the magnitude of the pulse can be varied. Typically a magnetic field

pulse created by the TMS coil can have a strength of 1 Tesla and will last around 1

millisecond17. This pulse allows for ions to travel to the brain across the scalp and skull

without having to invasively add them to the system. By passing through multiple pulses,

cortical excitability can be affected either by decreasing or increasing excitation.

All atoms and cells have their own EMFs, and cells are able to communicate in

the body through these electromagnetic exchanges19. If these exchanges are being

disrupted, then the cells do not perform how they are intended to and can disrupt the

normal functions in the body. This is what starts to happen in AD. The amyloid plaques

that begin to build up disrupt the normal signals in the brain and affect normal neural

functions which include blood flow19. The influx of ions induced by TMS changes the

electric charge of these neuronal cells, allowing them to either depolarize or

hyperpolarize19. If the cell begins to depolarize, action potentials are initiated and the

cells can then begin to perform their normal neural functions once again.
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VI. Materials and Methods

A. Participants

MRI PASL data was acquired from 5 adults diagnosed with MCI and 6

adults who were diagnosed as cognitively normal (CN) (mean ± standard

deviation: 70 ± 2.86 years, age range: 65–74 years, 5 women). Each patient was

diagnosed as MCI or CN based on the guideline used by Bondi et al., 2014.

Criteria is based on z-scores taken from multiple cognitive tests and if two scores

in a single domain were less than one standard deviation from the normal score or

if three scores across all domains were less than one standard deviation below

normal, they were diagnosed as MCI. Prior to participation in this research none

of the participants had prior formal clinical MCI diagnosis.

B. MRI Design

ASL MRI images were obtained from participants before and after TMS

therapy. First the pre-session MRI images were taken and directly after that the

TMS therapy was completed on each participant. Following the TMS therapy, the

participants underwent a second round of MRI image acquisition. During the

pre-TMS session, T1-weighted images, T2-weighted images, PCASL images,

PASL images and FLAIR images were taken for each participant. For the
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post-TMS session, T2-weighted images, PCASL images, PASL images and

FLAIR images were taken. For the ASL images the JJWang ASL sequence and

Siemen’s data were taken for each type. Since T1-weighted images were only

acquired during the preliminary session and not during both sessions,

T2-weighted images were used to standardize each patient's results to the standard

T2W-MNI space created in FSL. The Siemen’s PASL images do not give

quantitative values for CBF, only an amount of percent signal shown in each

tissue voxel, but were used in this analysis. Further analysis was performed to

determine the percent signal available and then using these percent signal values

to determine percent signal changes before and after treatment.

C. TMS

After the first round of MRI images were acquired, TMS therapy was then

completed. These MRI images were used to identify the stimulation target, in this

case the left precentral gyrus by using a 3D neuronavigation platform. Using

measured motor-evoked potentials taken from the abductor pollicis brevis, a

precise location for motor cortex stimulation was determined according to each

participant's results to ensure the correct region would be stimulated. During

stimulation, the handle of the TMS coil was held perpendicularly to the central

sulcus, shown in Figure 9, so that the target neural cells had the greatest activation

potential.
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Figure 9: Image of human brain and central sulcus is where TMS was applied to

each subject. (Taken from Physiology - An Illustrated Review)

TMS was delivered to the participant using a MagPro ×100 (MagVenture

Ltd.). Single pulse TMS and repetitive TMS was applied to the participant using

the Cool B65 A/P coil and was delivered from the same practitioner to avoid as

much variability as possible. For repetitive stimulation, pulses at a frequency of

50 Hz were applied 600 times in three different bursts. The same thing was done

for a frequency of 5 Hz, and the pulses with 50 Hz and 5 Hz were intermittently

applied. For single burst stimulation, pulses were applied at each subject's

calculated motor threshold. The single pulse protocol was used to measure the

amount of cortical excitability immediately before and after the repetitive pulses

were applied. After the TMS sessions, MRI images for post-TMS treatment were

then acquired.

D. Image Processing Using FSL
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FSL contains many tools that are used to process and analyze MRI

images. The main tools that were used were SUSAN (non-linear noise reduction),

BET (brain extraction tool), MCFLIRT (FSL’s linear image motion correction

tool), FLIRT (FMRIB’s linear image registration tool), FNIRT (FMRIB’s

non-linear image registration tool), FAST (brain tissue classification), as well as

fslmaths (image arithmetic and operations)20. In order to process all images,

usually the default parameters set up by the FSL software were used unless stated

below. The order of image processing is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: The pipeline used to transform the T2W images and ASL images from

the original state into the motion corrected images in standard MNI space. Once

in standard space, analysis can be accurately completed.
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First, image pre-processing was done using MCFLIRT. This tool fixed any

areas with motion artifacts. Also in the pre-processing steps, the ASL images

were translated into the percent of signal available for each image. The tool

SUSAN was applied to the MRI images (ASL and T2W images) to make them

more clear by reducing noise and easier for the software to use in next

applications. After that was done, brain extraction was performed on each image.

High resolution MR images of the head typically contain a large amount of signal

from eyes, skin, fat, muscle, etc., so registration is greatly improved if the

non-brain parts of the image can be removed21. During this step, the images for

each participant had to be manually analyzed to ensure that no skull portions

remain and that none of the brain portions were removed during the process.

Figure 11 shows the comparison of the non-brain extracted T2W image and the

T2W brain extracted image.

Once brain extraction was completed, image registration using FLIRT was

carried out. The brain extracted ASL image was aligned to the brain extracted

T2W image. This created an affine coordinate transformation21. This

transformation maps the corresponding anatomical features from the input brain

(ASL BET), to the reference image (BET T2W)21.
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Figure 11: An MCI subject’s T2W scan before and after brain extraction

Since the images were obtained from the same subject, and during the same

acquisition period, a more rigid body transformation was used to ensure that the

space that both images were in would not change much. This assumption was

made based on the idea that the subject’s brain would not change in size or shape

between each image acquisition and that the space that the image was acquired in

would be similar for each image in one session.

After the FLIRT images were created, image registration to standard space

was completed using FNIRT. The T2W BET image was used to align the subject’s

brain image with the standard space brain because the T2W BET image has better

clarity than the ASL image and will allow for less mistakes with the software.

Figure 12 shows the difference between where the standard space image and the

T2W brain extracted image align before FNIRT. The particular image utilized was

the MNI T2W 2mm brain to align with the T2W image. FNIRT must be done to

align these images since they are not from the same subject and so that the T2W

brain can both with corresponding structures in the standard space brain.
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Figure 12: The T2W brain extracted image does not line up with any anatomical

structures in the standard space MNI image so a non-linear transformation has to

be completed to line up these anatomical features for proper analysis. Without

alignment the wrong regions would be analyzed and would give inaccurate

results.

By using FNIRT to align these two images (Standard MNI image and T2W

image), an affine coordinate transformation was created21. This transformation

matrix was then used and was applied to the ASL image that had already been

aligned to the T2W BET space to get the ASL BET image into standard space21.

Figure 13 shows the ASL image after the transformation matrix was applied to get

it into standard MNI space. This allowed for the T2W image, ASL image, and the

standard space image to all be in the same space for later analysis.
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Figure 13: ASL BET image overlapped with the standard space MNI image. Only

the bottom segment of the ASL image seems to be slightly cut off but the rest of the

image anatomically lines up and it will have very accurate results. The bottom

segment of the image being cut off could be due to too long of a post labeling

delay and most of the tagged arterial blood dispersing through the rest of the

brain.

For the T2W images in standard space, the brain was able to be separated

into white matter, grey matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using FSL’s FAST

algorithm for each subject. This is a voxel-wise based classification and allows

for brain masks of these particular tissue types to be created. Voxels which are

found to be predominantly CSF have values that are set equal to 1, for grey matter

the values are equal to 2, and for white matter the values are set equal to 321.

Figure 14 shows an example of one of the brain masks that is created and can be

used for further analysis. The mask that was created in this example was the white

matter mask that was created to separate all portions of white matter from the rest

of the brain in this particular subject.
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Figure 14: An example of the T2W image separated into white matter from grey

matter and CSF to form a white matter mask. Masks were created for grey matter

and CSF as well.

To create the masks, the software combines all voxels with the same value into

one image. These masks (the reference images) were then overlaid with the ASL

images (the input images) to separate each subject’s brain into the corresponding

tissue types, either grey matter, white matter, or CSF, and remove the rest of the

tissue using fslmaths. After the ASL tissue types are segmented into the

corresponding tissue types, fslmeants (another type of FSL arithmetic operation)

was used to determine the average overall percent signal of the ASL image for

each tissue type in each subject21. These values were taken for both the pre-TMS

treatment and post-TMS treatment ASL images and are used in the statistical

analysis.

E. Creating Regions of Interest
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FSL has many anatomical atlases that can be used to separate the brain

into anatomically distinct regions21. Multiple atlases were used in this analysis;

The Harvard-Oxford Cortical and Subcortical atlases, the Juelich grey matter

atlas, the JHU white matter tract atlas, and the JHU ICBM labels atlas. By using

multiple atlases focused on different anatomical structures, the majority of the

brain was able to be analyzed. In order to create regions of interest (ROIs), each

region from the atlas was overlaid onto the ASL images.

Figure 15: The Juelich Grey Matter atlas overlaid on top of the ASL image. Each

grey color represents a different region of interest and separates the ASL image

into those regions for further analysis.

Each ROI had a corresponding numerical index and anatomical name to track

which mask was being created. The ASL ROIs were created using fslmaths to

segment to ASL brain corresponding to the location of the particular anatomical

structure. Fslmeants was then used to determine the average percent signal value

over each segmented region and was stored as a value for each ASL index. Values

were taken for both pre and post-TMS treatments and were used in the statistical

analysis to compare changes in percent signal.
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VII. Statistical Analysis

Using paired and unpaired t-tests in RStudio, statistical analysis were run on the

pre-TMS and post-TMS groups separated further into other groups; those diagnosed with

MCI, CN subjects and a group of all combined subjects. A t-test is a statistical test that

compares the mean values between two different groups and can be separated into

independent tests and paired tests22. Independent t-tests are used for two groups that are

independent of each other, like the MCI subjects pre-TMS and NC subjects pre-TMS.

Dependent t-tests are used when the two groups are dependent on each other and are

being compared, like the same MCI patients pre-TMS and post-TMS22.

In order to determine whether a test was statistically significant, the p-value

computed from the t-test must be less than or equal to 0.05. A p-value of less than or

equal to the designated value allows for the rejection of the null hypothesis22. In this

analysis the null hypothesis is that there is no correlation between changes in CBF before

and after treatment or between baseline values or changes in CBF between groups. This

p-value also allows for a small window of error (allows for an error of 5%) and is

commonly used for these types of tests. After these exploratory values were found, a

correction for multiple comparisons must be made for the results from each atlas. To do

this, a Bonferroni test was done. This test suggests that if there is a 5% error rate and 100

tests are run in each comparison group, then 5 of those tests could be false positives27. For

each group that was being tested, the number of atlases in each testing group were used to
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complete a Bonferroni test. For example, the grey matter atlas had 120 different regions

of analysis, so the corrected p-value would be 0.05 divided by 120, or 0.00041667.

In MATLAB, Pearson cross correlations were run in addition to t-tests on similar

groups compared to different behavioral data and if there was a similarity in the change in

CBF signal (ΔCBF) and this data23. Cross correlations were completed comparing ΔCBF

to z-scores for memory, z-scores for combined behavioral data (memory, verbal fluency,

attention), and change in motor evoked potentials (MEPs) before and after stimulation, as

well as compared to baseline percent signal values. Z-scores were normalized for age,

sex, and education status and followed the Bondi et al., 2014 guidelines.

Change in CBF was calculated by subtracting the pre-TMS percent signal values

for each ROI index from the respective post-TMS percent signal value of each subject.

ΔCBF values were saved in three groups; the MCI group, the CN group, and the All

Subjects group. For each ΔCBF index of each group, a cross correlation test was

performed against z-scores for memory only, z-scores for combined behavioral data

(memory, verbal fluency, attention), and ΔMEP, calculated by subtracting average MEPs

before stimulation from average MEPs after stimulation. Only ROI indexes with a

correlation coefficient of 0.80 or larger or -0.80 or smaller with a p-value ≤ 0.05 were

considered significant. Cross correlation values of -0.80 or lower have a negative

correlation23. This means that ΔCBF values get larger while z-scores decrease or increase

closer to 0, or as ΔCBF values get smaller the z-score values become farther from 0.

Correlation coefficient values of 0.80 indicate a positive correlation and show that as

ΔCBF values increase the z-scores also increase further from 0, indicating a larger
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cognitive deficit23. Another possible positive correlation is that as ΔCBF values decrease,

the z-scores also become closer to 0, indicating a smaller cognitive deficit.

VIII. Results

A. Relationship between baseline CBF in MCI and CN subjects

Using the percent signal values that were calculated using FSL’s software,

baseline cerebral blood flow signal data was collected for grey matter, white

matter and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) for each subject. An unpaired t-test was used

to compare the percent signal in these regions before TMS for the MCI and CN

groups.
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Graph 1: Baseline CBF values of MCI subjects compared to CN subjects.

Average CBF before stimulation was larger in the white matter of patients with

MCI than the average percent signal in the white matter of patients diagnosed as

CN.

Significance was not found in the grey matter and CSF regions (p-value > 0.05),

but was found to be significant in the white matter region (p-value ≤ 0.05).

Unpaired t-tests were also completed on baseline values for all ROI’s comparing

each group, and no significant regions were found as well.

Graph 2: Average percent signal values for pre and post-TMS treatment

comparing MCI subjects and CN subjects in white matter. T-tests identified

statistical significance between the baseline CBF values in both groups, as well as

the change in CBF.
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This showed that there was a 95% confidence in determining that the baseline

percent signal of CBF in the white matter of MCI subjects was significantly

different than that of the CN subjects. Baseline values for MCI subjects and CN

subjects were also compared with all ROIs that were generated and no

significance was found.

B. Relationship between pre and post-TMS percent signal CBF in MCI subjects

Using the ROIs generated from the different atlases, t-tests were run on

different structural regions of the brain for each subject diagnosed with MCI

between the values of pre-TMS and post-TMS for each anatomical region. T-tests

were also performed on the GM, WM and CSF regions for the same values.

Regions with Statistically Significant Differences in
Perfusion Before and After TMS Using T-Tests (MCI) P-Values

Increased/
Decreased

CBF
Pass/Fail after Multiple
Comparison Correction

All White Matter 0.03898 ↑ FAIL

All Grey Matter 0.04525 ↑ FAIL

GM ATLAS

anterior intraparietal sulcus (Right) 0.003706097 ↓ FAIL

GM primary motor cortex (Left) 0.05001 ↑ FAIL

GM superior parietal lobule (Right) 0.034116229 ↓ FAIL

WM ATLAS

Sagittal stratum 0.03126121 ↓ FAIL

Table 1: A table of all statistically significant regions in MCI subjects and their

corresponding P-values, whether CBF percent signal values decreased or

increased after TMS, and results of Bonferroni tests.
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Statistical significance was found in the WM and GM regions (P-value <

0.05). The right anterior intraparietal sulcus, left GM primary motor cortex, right

GM superior parietal lobule and the sagittal stratum were all found to have

statistical significance (P-value ≤ 0.05) using the generated ROIs. This suggests

that TMS had effects on restoring blood flow in the regions targeted.

C. Relationship between pre and post-TMS percent signal CBF in CN subjects

Using the ROIs generated for each of the CN subjects, t-tests were also run on

241 different structural regions of the brain for each subject diagnosed with MCI

between the values of pre-TMS and post-TMS for each anatomical region as well

as the GM, WM and CSF regions.

Regions with Statistically Significant Differences in
Perfusion Before and After TMS Using T-Tests (CN) P-Values

Increased/
Decreased

CBF

Pass/Fail after
Multiple
Comparison
Correction

GM ATLAS

inferior parietal lobule (Left) 0.00552772 ↑ FAIL

GM lateral geniculate body (Right) 0.04143074 ↓ FAIL

WM ATLAS

Inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (left) 0.03987156 ↓ FAIL

Table 2: A table of all statistically significant regions in CN subjects and their

corresponding P-values, whether CBF percent signal values decreased or

increased after TMS, and results after Bonferroni tests.
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The CN subjects showed no significant results in the total GM, WM, and

CSF regions, but had statistically significant results in the left inferior parietal

lobule, right GM lateral geniculate body, and the left inferior fronto-occipital

fasciculus. Although two of these regions were not in the general target area, the

inferior parietal lobule shows that TMS had effects in changing blood flow in the

targeted region.

D. Relationship between pre and post-TMS percent signal CBF in all subjects

In order to determine the total effects of TMS on CBF, all subjects were

analyzed for percent signal of cerebral blood flow before and after TMS. The

ROIs generated for each subject and the anatomical regions (GM, WM, and CSF)

were all used to complete this analysis.

Regions with Statistically Significant Differences in Perfusion
Before and After TMS Using T-Tests (ALL) P-Values

Increased/D
ecreased

CBF
Pass/Fail after Multiple
Comparison Correction

All white matter 0.02219 ↑ FAIL

All grey matter 0.009404 ↑ PASS

All CSF 0.01811 ↑ FAIL

GM ATLAS

GM inferior parietal lobule PGp L 0.01460438 ↑ FAIL

GM Visual Cortex V5 L 0.04596604 ↑ FAIL

GM Visual Cortex V5 R 0.01678972 ↓ FAIL

WM ATLAS

corticospinal tract left 0.04035467 ↑ FAIL

superior longitudinal fasciculus 0.03131152 ↓ FAIL

Fornix/Stria Terminalis 0.02526131 ↓ FAIL
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Table 3: A table of all statistically significant regions in all subjects and their

corresponding P-values, whether CBF percent signal values decreased or

increased after TMS, and the results after Bonferroni tests.

When analyzing before and after stimulation in the larger regions, all

regions (WM, GM, and CSF) showed statistically significant changes (P-value <

0.05). The other regions that showed significance were the left GM inferior

parietal lobule, left GM visual cortex V5, right GM visual cortex V5, left

corticospinal tract, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the fornix stria terminalis.

Graph 3: The percent signal before and after comparing the pre-TMS percent

signal and the post-TMS percent signal in all subjects for total grey matter. There

was an overall significant difference across all subjects whether they were

diagnosed with MCI or as CN.
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The only region that passed any of the tests for multiple comparisons and the

Bonferroni correction test was the grey matter area in all subjects. In this

particular test the corrected p-value was 0.05 divided by 3, since the GM, WM

and CSF regions were being compared. This left a significant p-value of 0.0167,

leaving the area of total grey matter to pass the t-test and reject the null

hypothesis.

E. Cross-correlation Results

ΔCBF against MEPs for the all subjects group, the MCI group and the CN

group showed no significance. There were no indexes with a cross correlation

value in the target regions and a p-value less than or equal to 0.05. This showed

that there is no effect from changes in CBF compared to average changes in

MEPS of subjects undergoing TMS therapy. Baseline percent signal CBF values

were also compared with z-scores and no correlation or significance was found.

This means that there was no correlation between a subject’s calculated cognitive

status and perfusion in the brain.

Z-scores for combined behavioral tests were correlated with ΔCBF. The

MCI and CN groups also showed regions of statistical significance in these cross

correlations but the All Subjects group did not. The MCI group showed

significance in the left WM cingulum (negative correlation), the right GM insula

Ig1 and Ig2 (positive correlations), and the left cingulate gyrus (negative

correlation). The CN group showed significance in the left WM
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cingulum(negative correlation), the left GM lateral geniculate body (positive

correlation), the left posterior corona radiata (positive correlation), and the right

cingulum(negative correlation). This shows that ΔCBF due to TMS is related to a

subject’s cognitive ability.

When comparing ΔCBF and the z-scores for just memory, MCI and NC

groups both showed some regions of statistical significance. For the MCI group,

these regions included the left GM inferior parietal lobule PFt and the left GM

primary motor cortex BA4a, both with positive correlations. Graph 4 shows an

example of the left GM primary cortex’s positive correlation with z-scores for

memory.

Graph 4: Comparison of Z-scores for memory to ΔCBF percent signal showing a

positive correlation in the left GM primary motor cortex BA4a in MCI subjects.

As subjects had a larger Z-score (meaning further away from the average memory

results), a larger ΔCBF was measured.
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For the CN group the areas that showed correlation were the left GM primary

motor cortex BA4p (positive correlation), the left cingulate gyrus (negative

correlation), and the left superior and posterior corona radiata (positive

correlations). The All Subjects group did not show any correlation or significance

compared to memory, however. This shows that ΔCBF due to TMS is related to a

subject’s memory and their cognitive ability.

IX. Discussion

This thesis aimed to determine the ways that TMS alters cerebral blood flow in

subjects diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment compared to those diagnosed as

cognitively normal. The effects of TMS can be variable across subjects undergoing this

therapy and one major issue has been determining how to directly measure TMS and how

it affects the subjects. In this particular experiment, TMS was applied in the motor cortex

so changes in the general motor cortex region were most closely observed. It was found

that in and around the region where stimulation occurred there were many regions of

statistical significance with ΔCBF in patients diagnosed with MCI.

One limitation of this study in particular was the small number of participants.

When this study was originally completed, there were 15 subjects total. Four subjects

were removed during image analysis due to their MRI images (either T2W or ASL

images) having too much motion, artifacts, or if too much of the top or bottom portions of

the brain were cut off during image acquisition. If these subjects had been left in the full

analysis then it would have skewed results and would give inaccurate data. Once these

subjects were removed, 11 subjects were left creating a very small study size. In order to
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more accurately detect perfusion differences between MCI and CN subjects, between 20 -

40 participants should be in each group24. In future studies, a larger group of subjects

would be beneficial and produce the most accurate results.

In analyzing the results, white matter also proved to be somewhat unreliable. A

reason that could have occured is that detecting perfusion signals in white matter is

extremely difficult and can potentially be linked to technical issues during ASL image

acquistion14. The signal for white matter during ASL image acquisition usually shows up

with the same amount of signal as noise. The white matter regions created using the ASL

atlas are also extremely small. Smaller regions have a higher chance of variability

compared to larger regions since they have a larger chance at including voxels from other

regions. Since the regions are very small, this could lead to larger variabilities in ending

results and inaccurate calculations. Due to these reasons, detecting changes in perfusion

in white matter regions is extremely unreliable and in this thesis the results were

generally excluded.

Another limitation of this study is the time frame in which the MRI images were

acquired and TMS treatment was applied. After the first MRI scan was completed, the

subject had to move from the MRI scanner into another room where TMS treatment

occurred. About 20 minutes after this treatment, subjects were then placed back in the

MRI scanner and had the rest of the MRI images acquired. In this time, the subjects had

to be up and moving, which could lead to increased perfusion to some areas of the brain.

It has been found that due to movement and exercise, the brain experiences an increase in

perfusion, thought to be because of an increase in brain metabolism28. However, it is not

yet known if exercise and movement cause regional changes in CBF or global changes28.
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Due to this, future studies should utilize a MRI compatible TMS device that limits

subject movement and can decrease the chance for any skewed results.

After correcting the t-test for multiple comparisons, the only region that showed

significant changes in CBF before and after TMS treatment was the total grey matter

region in all of the subjects combined. In this comparison, three regions were being

compared; the white matter region, the grey matter region, and the CSF region. The

corrected p-value was then found to be 0.05 divided by 3, or .0167. Since the total grey

matter region for all subjects had a p-value of 0.009404, it passed the Bonferroni multiple

comparisons test. This shows that grey matter had a global increase in perfusion after

TMS treatment. Since the rest of the t-tests did not pass the Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons test, the rest of the results found are just exploratory.

When analyzing baseline values for percent perfusion signal in MCI subjects

compared to CN subjects, only the white matter region showed significant differences,

with MCI subjects having a larger signal in these regions. This shows that there was more

hyperperfusion in the MCI subject’s white matter compared to CN. With these results, it

contradicts the idea that patients diagnosed with MCI or AD have decreased perfusion

due to amyloid-𝛽 plaque and neurofibrillary tangles causing decreased blood flow. A

reason that this result could have occured is that detecting perfusion signals in white

matter is extremely difficult and can potentially be linked to technical issues14. White

matter signal is much lower than GM signal, almost at noise level, so detection during

image acquisition is very limited and may not be very accurate. When analyzing the

results of this particular analysis, the white matter signal in both the MCI subjects and the
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CN subjects were very low (between 0.40 and 0.10), almost at the noise level. For this

reason, these results were discarded.

For the MCI group there were three main grey matter regions that showed an

overall increase in CBF after TMS. These regions were the GM primary motor cortex,

anterior intraparietal sulcus, and the superior parietal lobule. Stimulation of each subject

occurred at the central sulcus of the brain. Each of these regions are found adjacent, or

near, the area of stimulation, which supports the idea that TMS stimulation can alter and

restore blood flow in subjects suffering from hypoperfusion. Also, in MCI patients,

ΔCBF was significant in the grey matter region, white matter region, and the sagittal

stratum in the white matter atlas. Total changes in the GM and WM regions can also be

attributed to TMS affecting perfusion and blood flow in regions affected by low

perfusion. Unexpected significance found in the sagittal stratum could be due to this

particular ROI covering a large amount of space in the brain which could lead to some

slight irregularities by including or excluding regions that may or may not be correct.

This particular white matter atlas looks at the white matter tracts, so they are very small

but typically cover a large area and can lead to some irregularities.

For the CN group, there were two grey matter regions that had significant changes

in CBF. These were the inferior parietal lobule and the lateral geniculate body. The

inferior parietal lobule is located near the area of stimulation and also shows that TMS

can induce changes in blood flow in targeted regions. The lateral geniculate body is found

lower in the brain, closer to the brain stem. Due to its location, this particular region was

excluded from analysis because some portions of the ASL images have the bottom of the

brain somewhat cut off where this feature would be. These regions then will not be
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accurate and will skew results. The regions created by the white matter atlas showed

significance in the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus. Again, this particular white matter

atlas separates the different white matter tracts into very small regions which can lead to a

higher chance of variability in results.

When looking at the All Subjects Group and the results from the t-tests, there

were some surprising results. The CSF region having a significant difference was

something unexpected, because the CSF region should not have any blood flow or water

diffusing from the CSF into capillaries15. CBF being significantly different in the visual

cortex regions between pre-TMS treatment and post-TMS treatment was also

unpredicted, however, the visual cortex can produce artifacts during image acquisition.

This is due to the visual cortex becoming activated when patients are in the MRI scanner

and creating regions of hyperperfusion15. The three white matter tract regions, the

corticospinal tract, the superior longitudinal fasciculus, and the fornix/stria terminalis,

were also in regions where no stimulation occurred. This probably happened for the same

reasons as in the MCI and CN groups. With the white matter tracts due to the low

sensitivity in ASL MRI, it can sometimes not be very accurate in smaller regions. For the

regions from the grey matter atlas, the inferior parietal lobule was also significant. Since

this region was right next to the area of stimulation, it makes sense that there would be a

significant chance in CBF. Overall changes in CBF in the total grey matter and white

matter regions would validate that TMS affected perfusion in grey matter and white

matter regions, especially in the grey matter regions since this region passed the

Bonferroni test for multiple comparisons.
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Cross correlations were completed in the same way for ΔCBF compared to

changes in MEP’s, z-scores for memory, and z-scores for multiple behavioral tests. There

were no results that were significant comparing ΔCBF and ΔMEPs which shows that

TMS will not affect the strength of the muscle response when stimulated. When

comparing the all subjects group with both sets of z-scores there was also no correlation

for any of the regions of interest. Due to this result, the subjects were further analyzed

and split into the MCI and CN group.

The MCI group also showed regions of statistical significance and correlation in

the cross correlation calculations for ΔCBF compared to the z-scores for all behavioral

tests. The MCI group showed significance and correlation between ΔCBF and z-scores in

the left WM cingulum (negative correlation), the right GM insula Ig1 and Ig2 (positive

correlations), and the left cingulate gyrus (negative correlation). With further analysis, the

positive correlations showed that as the ΔCBF values became larger with a larger z-score.

Indicating that individuals with decreased cognitive ability were affected most by TMS

and had the greatest restoration of blood flow. The GM insula is located near where

stimulation occurred but further inside the brain instead of close to the surface. When

looking at the results for the regions of negative correlation, it was found that as ΔCBF

increased, and TMS had more of an effect, the z-scores were closer to 0. This shows that

TMS had larger effects in these regions in individuals with better cognitive function. This

region is also located below where stimulation occurred but in an area near to this

location.

For cross correlations of the MCI group’s ΔCBF compared to the z-scores for

only memory, there were also regions of significance and a correlation coefficient larger
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than 0.80. These regions were the GM inferior parietal lobule PFt and the left GM

primary motor cortex BA4a, both with positive correlations. Upon further analysis these

regions also showed that TMS had a larger effect increasing CBF for those with z-scores

further away from 0, which means those with worse memory had the largest change in

blood flow from TMS. These regions were right next to and near the area of stimulation

proving that TMS affected blood flow in the target region. There were no regions of

negative correlation in this evaluation.

The CN group showed significance in the left WM cingulum(negative

correlation), the left GM lateral geniculate body (positive correlation), the left posterior

corona radiata (positive correlation), and the right cingulum(negative correlation) when

completing cross correlations of ΔCBF and z-scores for all behavioral tests. The regions

of positive correlation showed that as ΔCBF increased, z-scores also became further from

0. This indicates that even in patients diagnosed as CN, the subjects most affected had the

largest change in blood flow from TMS restoring some blood flow. The right cingulum

had a negative correlation, showing that those with the best test results were most

affected by TMS stimulation in this region. All of these regions were somewhat near the

area of stimulation. The lateral geniculate body was once again excluded from analysis

due to its location being very far from the stimulation zone and its potential of being cut

off in some subjects' images.

In the cross correlation analysis for the CN group’s ΔCBF compared to the

z-scores for just memory, the regions that showed significance and correlation were the

left GM primary motor cortex BA4p (positive correlation), the left cingulate gyrus

(negative correlation), and the left superior and posterior corona radiata (positive
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correlations). The regions of positive correlation, when analyzed further, show that ΔCBF

increases with an increase in z-scores. The subjects that are more likely to have memory

issues had the largest change in blood flow from TMS in these regions. The primary

motor cortex is right next to the stimulation target and the corona radiata can be found

near it. The negative correlation also shows that as ΔCBF increases, the z-score gets

closer to 0. Those with better memory seem to experience the largest changes from TMS

in this region.

X. Conclusion

Altogether, the results from this thesis suggest that TMS therapy is a useful tool for

restoring or increasing cerebral blood flow in individuals affected by diseases that cause

hypoperfusion, like Alzheimer Disease. In particular, it was found that TMS increases blood flow

in the global grey matter region and may even affect blood flow in regions at and near the site of

stimulation across patients diagnosed with and without mild cognitive impairment.
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